
How to maintain healthy 
business relationships
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Why are healthy relationships important?

Aprais believe that ‘Stronger relationships build stronger business’.

Our database shows that clients and agencies with stronger business relationships trust one another 
more.  

• Trusted partners can have more candid discussions and overcome problems or challenges 
quickly and together they can produce work of a higher quality.

• In a true partnership, staff are prepared to go the extra mile for one another.

• Valuable shared experience builds over time.

• Maintaining a healthy working relationship or working together to repair one showing signs of 
stress is less disruptive and cheaper than the cost of replacement.

The key is evaluating the health of your relationships on a regular basis to monitor the performance of 
both parties and identify the early warning signs of potential decline. 

Why do some relationships fail?

Client-agency relationships can break down for many reasons. Different personnel, scope change, 
new business environment, new company direction can all work to destabilise the relationship on 
either side.

Identifying a relationship as failing can sometimes be a subjective decision. An undetected small 
change in process or performance can have a more fundamental impact long term. This can lead 
to frustrations on both sides, leading to communication breakdown and a decision to part company.

Regularly checking the health of the relationship and aligning course correction where necessary is 
important to avoid getting to this stage.

However, even relationships that are perceived to be failing can be turned round if the core issues 
can be identified.
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What do ‘failing’ relationships look like?

Our evaluations use a 100-point scale to help identify shifts in performance before they grow into 
major issues.  The lowest performers, the bottom 5%, typically score 18–20 points below the Aprais 
benchmarks.

To better understand failing relationships, we’ve looked at the evaluations scoring in this bottom 5% 
for both agency and client and found common trends across all scope types.

Aprais’ questionnaires are built around the agency-client scopes of work and include traditional 
disciplines such as account leadership, financial management and collaboration.  While some of 
these disciplines are consistent across agency types, many are specific to the scope of work and 
require complex analysis to identify underlying trends.

However, we also assign behaviour traits to each question in our database so we can look at how 
these behaviours, beyond the functional disciplines, impact team relationships.  The behaviours 
shown overleaf are consistent across scopes and both parties being evaluated so allow direct 
comparison on each side of the relationship and across agency types.

We’ve used these behaviours to compare the lowest performing relationships against the Aprais 
average and top performers.
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Seven behaviours that set the best teams apart from the rest 

We assigned behavioural traits to each core question in our extensive database of evaluations. We then 
analysed this database to determine the behavioural traits that impact the effectiveness of the client-
agency relationship. From this exercise we identified seven core behaviours: 

Accountability
The team sets and 
takes responsibility 
for actions

Challenge
The team uses 
initiative to 
challenge the 
status quo, and 
does not allow 
conflict to go 
unaddressed

Functional
Competence 
to do the day-
to-day work

Goals
Clear objectives 
are in place, 
information is 
shared, the team 
is stretched, and 
success measured

Communication
Regular dialogue 
to ensure facts are 
shared in a timely 
fashion

Resilience
Can withstand 
and bounce 
back from a 
crisis

Trust
The team is 
trusted to 
deliver, and 
behaves with 
integrity
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How can these behaviours identify key challenges?

We’ve compared the behaviour scores of the Bottom 5% with the Top 
5% of relationships as well as the natural distribution across the Aprais 
database.  We use coloured scoring bands to differentiate strong scores 
(shades of green) from key development areas (amber and red).  

The behaviour profile of low scoring teams is different to the top 
performers. While the colour spectrum of the different bands follows 
expected patterns (strong green scores for top performers, amber and 
red for the bottom 5%), the scoring profile across the behaviours is quite 
different.  

The average (aggregate) Aprais scores for clients and agencies are 
relatively flat across the seven behaviours with one exception, Challenge.  
It is the weakest behaviour score for the agencies and refers to 
challenging norms and pushing alternative lateral solutions, doing things a 
different way.

For the bottom 5% of agency relationships, Challenge, represented by 
the darkest red, is the weakest behaviour of an already low scoring 
set, indicating an inability or unwillingness to challenge the status quo.  
Challenge is also the weakest discipline score for the low performing client 
relationships.  Interestingly, the client’s relative strengths are seen as Trust 

and Functional capabilities, getting on with the day to day rather than 
inspiring or leading through accountability and strong communication.  

Conversely, the top 5% of evaluations have strong or excellent scores 
across the board for both parties, with the agency teams scoring 
extremely well for Communication and Trust.

In fact, Trust, although scoring at different levels across the different 
groups, is consistently one of the strongest scoring disciplines for both 
parties.

Average Aprais Bottom 5% Top 5%

Behaviour
Client of 
agency

Agency of 
client

Client of 
agency

Agency of 
client

Client of 
agency

Agency of 
client

Accountability 73.7 77.3 53.5 59.4 89.4 91.7
Challenge 69.7 74.9 46.6 53.7 87.7 91.3
Communication 75.3 76.3 56.7 58.3 90.3 90.9
Functional 72.7 78.6 53.0 62.5 88.1 92.0
Goals 73.5 75.6 54.2 55.6 89.0 91.2
Resilience 72.5 77.2 52.0 59.7 88.8 91.6
Trust 77.4 78.4 59.9 60.5 91.5 92.5

Source: Aprais database 23,000 evaluations

The strength of the relationship 
is summarised through a colour 
palette with red as low scoring, 
through amber and three 
shades of green. The darker the 
green, the stronger the score. 
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Can the results for low scoring relationships improve over time? 

Below are the behavioural characteristics of Round 1 evaluations, which are usually the lowest 
scoring; scores for subsequent rounds usually increase due to proactive action planning based 
on key learnings.  

The behaviour scores for the average and top 5% mirror the average scores for both parties.

The scores for the first evaluations of the lowest performing client relationships are lower than 
the average with all behaviours scores in red.
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These scores can be improved 
through active relationship 
management 

Over the last 20 years, we’ve seen that what is 
deemed to be a failing relationship can be turned 
round if both parties support the process, avoiding 
time-consuming pitches which require significant 
resources of both client and agency.

The Aprais average scores consistently improve as 
more rounds are completed.

As the charts opposite demonstrate, low 
performing relationships (bottom 5%) in particular 
see considerable benefit over time.

The index of scores (100 is Round 1) show that, 
after 2–4 evaluations, the scores for the weakest 
relationships have improved by a minimum of 8%.  
This compares to 3% for all Aprais evaluations.

For relationships evaluated 5–9 times, the 
improvement for a creative scope of work is 24% 
for the agency and 20% for the client, versus 10% 
and 8% for all relationships. This pattern continues 
for media and other agency types.
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 Round 2-4         Round 5-9         Round 10-14

 Round 2-4         Round 5-9         Round 10-14
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Client of agency

 Round 2-4         Round 5-9         Round 10-14

Agency of client

  Round 2-4         Round 5-9         Round 10-14

Source: Aprais database 23,000 evaluations

Challenge, the lowest scoring behaviour for the weakest relationships overall, improves by 16% after 2–4 
evaluations.  Resilience and Accountability also improve by over 10%.

It’s clear that regular evaluation and constructive action planning, which addresses the key development 
areas for both parties, can turn round a failing relationship and provide the framework for positive 
improvement.

In addition, behaviour scores also 
improve, especially those scoring 
lowest in Round 1.  

The charts opposite show the 
incremental improvement in 
scores for key behaviours for low 
performers (bottom 5%) after a 
series of evaluations.
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Can measurement help an underperforming relationship?

Performance measurement is an integral part of doing business, from quality 
of goods to pricing.  However, the measurement of services, especially 
communications, is more complex.

How these services are evaluated can provide valuable insight, but a limited 
view of the relationship may not help identify when and where relationships start 
to go wrong.

The most effective measurement tools reflect the objective of the evaluation.  
Reviving an underperforming relationship requires a transparent two-way 
conversation that doesn’t always fit with existing internal processes.
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Five common mistakes made in trying to repair client-agency relationships

1. Standard evaluation methodology across the company as part of the Supplier Relationship Management 
process
A rigid structure across the supplier base is not usually applicable for services, especially communications 
where the output is co-dependent on the quality of input from the client.

This promotes a ‘supplier mentality’ rather than a true partnership.

2. Evaluating relationships to ‘manage’ the agency remuneration
Linking the agency income to the evaluation outcome is commonplace.  However, this should not be 
the main objective of an evaluation over improving the health of the relationship between the client and 
the agency. 

3. One-way evaluation of the agency 
This ignores the potential ‘cause and effect’ of the marketing team input and can be demotivating for 
the agency. For example, poor briefing will impact the quality of output from the agency, irrespective of 
scope. Strong strategic leadership will equally facilitate stronger strategy.

A process where both parties evaluate each other can encourage improvements on both sides and 
provide a platform for the agency to share examples of best practice from across their clientbase or 
network.

4. Annual or adhoc evaluations
Aprais has evidence that shows how 6-monthly evaluation optimises the opportunity for consistent 
improvement.  Where agency performance is linked to remuneration, analysis shows that a mid-year 
evaluation can identify development areas and best practice on both sides, which can be addressed 
before the year-end evaluation and contribute to improved processes and outcomes.

5. Internal evaluations with performance assessed over time
While internal measurement can drive improvements, it can also fall victim to an ‘in-house corporate 
bubble’ and skewed interpretation of results. Use of external benchmarks provides context for different 
scopes of work and enables comparison with similar relationships.
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“That which is measured improves… that which is measured 
and reported improves exponentially” 

Karl Pearson – founder of mathematical statistics

How can measurement be used to help relationships improve? 

2-way evaluation gives the agency permission to identify client improvement areas.  It helps identify best 
practice as well as development areas for both parties.  

4-way evaluations (self-assessment as well as evaluation of each other) can also identify gaps between 
perception and reality, especially in difficult relationships.

Make it easy to identify and encourage performance improvements
Regular assessments keep agreed action plans current and top of mind, providing a periodic reminder of 
the criteria for good performance.

Encourage or mandate commentary to substantiate scoring and input into action plans.

Collaborative and constructive 2-way action planning sessions based on learnings.

Ensure the evaluations accurately reflect the current scope of work
Review the questionnaires before each wave to ensure they fully match the current agency scope or new 
developments.  Out of date or irrelevant questions can undermine the whole process.
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Has working within Covid-19 restrictions changed the client-agency dynamic?

Working under the pressures of the pandemic 
over the last year is a useful illustration of adapting 
questionnaires to reflect the new business 
environment and measuring the impact on 
performance.  The challenges faced by both client 
and agency have reinforced the importance of 
strong client-agency relationships.

Significant changes in consumer behaviour and 
government restrictions have resulted in the need 
for more agile ways of working and adjustments on 
both sides to ensure communications are relevant 
and timely.  Some changes during this period will 
translate into better ways of working after the current 
restrictions.  Others will not.  However, given the 
symbiotic nature of the client-agency relationship, 
it’s important to understand the key learnings and 
their implications for the future.

Aprais clients have been advised to monitor 
challenges arising from the unusual working 
circumstances around the Covid pandemic. 

Where the new challenges have been specifically 
evaluated, clients have captured the learnings and 
aligned on the key elements to carry forward while 
recognising those that did not work so well.  Scores 
for the Covid-specific results from our database 
indicate that relationships have grown stronger 
since the pandemic, with appreciation from both 
clients and agencies of each other’s agility and 
responsiveness.  

When we return to more normal ways of working, 
these relationships will be well placed to continue to 
grow.
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About Aprais  

At Aprais we help companies doing business with each other improve their business relationships. We are the 
world leader in team performance evaluations.

Over the past 20 years, we have measured, monitored, and improved client-agency relationships for many 
of the worlds’ leading companies. By benchmarking results from more than 23,000 evaluations, we identify 
problems that limit client-agency value. Once identified, we help change team behaviour through action 
planning, training, and workshops to unlock business potential.

In summary

• Strong, healthy client-agency relationships help build stronger businesses.

• Revitalising an underperforming client-agency relationship is possible but requires commitment 
from both parties and the confidence to challenge the current ways of working.

• Regular communication, as identified in the high performing relationships, can help establish a 
positive working relationship based on mutual trust.

• A consistent, transparent measurement process and constructive action planning provides a 
strong foundation for continual improvement. 
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Contact and Follow us
Request a demo: carolina.motta@aprais.com
Request a free consultation for your organisation: 
aprais@aprais.com
Learn more on www.aprais.com


